This formal study proposes a transformational approach to the definition of genernl purpose visual languages based on hiemxhical structurns, addressing more specifically DTD visualization as its application area. We show that such visual languages can be constructed rhrough pmgressive refinement of a syntax based on nestedfjuxraposed recrangles. Severn1 transformarion stages, which can all be formally characrerized, produce a high qualiry visual repmentation which expresses the fundamental properties of the original strucrure. Moreover; this approach opens some perspectives in proving visual properties through standard mathemtical rools such as inductiveproofs. rhus establishing some practical links between visual language theory and classical language theor).
Introduction
Document Type Definitions (DTDs) are used to constrain the structure of XML documents (trees). This paper describes formally a visual language for the graphical representation of DTDs, which is used in VXT (81, a visual programming language specialized in the specification of XML transformations. Several visual representations of DTDs have been proposed, both in industrial products and research prototypes. However, they all use node-link diagrams (Near and Far [7] , XML-GL[ZI), and none of these proposals seems to have been specified or studied using formal methods.
Section 2 presents the hasic graphical object model we consider, and a visual syntax V adapted to the representation of luerarchical structures, such as structured documents (SGML, XML, HTML) and DTDs. The required properties of this syntax are identified and captured in a pivotal ab- stracting over some spatial issues while still having a visual semantics. The latter is defined through a translation function from the language of A8 into the language generated by V. Section 3 proposes a formal definition of Document Type Definitions and a first visual semantics by the means of a translation that transforms any valid DTD into a sentence of AS. Section 4 describes how such representations can be simplified and made more effective through an additional transformation based on a term rewriting system. This one reduces the number of graphical objects while preselving all the information. A subtle pretty-printing function is then presented in section 5 , whch enforces the perception of structural information thanks to spatial analogies. The discussion section analyses briefly other solutions for the representation and treatment of visual abstract syntaxes, showing how our work differentiates from them. The conclusion synthesizes the paper and discusses global results.
Visual Syntax
2.1. Repwentation model graphical object model. We first define Gl as an abstract graphical type which does not have any representation. Objects of type C1 have five attributes, namely r , y which represent the coordinates of the object's center, z for the depth of the object (this information is used to determine the order in which to paint objects) and w, h for the width and height.
Renderable objects can be of type S h for shapes or Tr for text strings. Both are subtypes of G1. the first one defining a shape to draw, the second one a text value. S h also has a subtype Re for a particular kind of shape : rectangles. Type S h also defines two additional attributes for color and border style (solid or dashed). 
Visual properties of the syntax
The language defined by this grammar is a superset of the sentences that can he generated from the translation of DTDs. Basically, it allows the nesting at an arbitrary level of graphical objects. including text strings, provided that objects containing other objects are of type Re (i.e rectangles). When a rectangle contains a set of objects, elements of this set can he laid out either horizontally or vertically hut cannot overlap even partially, and the set is always centered with respect to the parent rectangle, whose size is defined so as to fully contain its children. Figure 2 illustrates two sentences that do not belong to the language. The left-hand one is incorrect because shapes other than rectangles are not allowed to contain objects and because two sibling shapes partially overlap. In the right-hand one, components of the outmost rectangle are not aligned vertically or horizontally, thus making the sentence incorrect.
Example 1 thefull derivation path of the lefmost sentence in Figure I ,. . 
Abstract syntax
We now introduce a formal abstraction which will ease the subsequent formal treatments and transformations (with underlying visual soundness).
definition. We propose to capture the previous visual properties into an abstract syntax which is not purely visual but rather structural [5] . The tree grammar formalism [IO] is a natural extension of CFG grammars allowing the definition of languages as sets of trees instead of sets of strings. This formalism, while powerful in capturing tree-like structures, is also clear and simple enough to understand and supports inductive proof approaches naturally.
Definition 2 (Ahstract Syntax AS)
Hor oliinmenr 2.12 We now demonstrate the membership of the previous tree by providing a full derivation path in AS. The function accepts items of L(AS), and returns a set of indexed graphical objects T. It computes the value of visual attributes associated to each object through an ordered sequence of a basic linear algebra instruction set.
Elements of r are indexed sets of graphical objects noted y = {Ol, . . . ,On) where the meta-vanable 0 ranges over the syntactic categories {GI, R e , T r ) . The function also propagates a numerical index i which corresponds to the depth of the current node in the source tree. We use the no- The following property states that the visual translation produces visual sentences which belong to the language generated by the visual syntax W. 
Visual representation of DTDs
The interested reader will found the precise specification of DTDs in [I] . For the clarity of our presentation, we use hereafter a simplified version which does not handle attributes even if our implementation does represent them [SI. 
Document Type Definitions

is thus noted
In order to simplify notations we consider DTDs as mappings. and thus for instance, the functional notation D,ir(p) corresponds to ( # I a~e)..
Translation Semantics informal description.
We propose a recursive function which computes a visual representation of any legal DTD. Possible recursion and cross-references in rule definitions are handled thanks to contextual information. Each element is processed normally the first time it is encountered in the tree. subsequent references to this element being symbolized by a special graphical object with the element's name as a decoration but no content.
The function is defined over DTDs. sets of labels (rule names) P and L(AS). Elements of V are sets of labels noted $ = ti1, . , . , i n ) , memorizing which tules 1; have already been processed (to avoid endless processing of recursive rule definition and to allow the factorization of graphical object translation).
The full signature of the main function is formally defined by: 
Property 2 Vd, E 'DTD, V3[dm] E L(AS)
Proof 2 We first prove that the function computes a result for eve?yjniie DTD (the difficulty is for recursive DTDsj,
and then we demonstrate that the result belongs io L(AS).
Note that the terms generated by V 3 are more specific than terms of AS. For instance, no term having the form VA (VA(G1,Gz), G-,) is produced. We propose to capture these specific structural properties through a tree grammar 'DS which is a refinement of AS. Definition 7 (A more specific abstract syntax 'DS) (H,s,w,h,c) 
7.31
D + VA (TrI(r),Shp(f,r,w,h,c),d) 7.33 Box(D,r,w,h,c),d) 7.34 B o r ( D , r , w , h , r ) , S h p ( f . s , w , h , c ) j 7 . 37 We now prove that 'DS is a specialization of AS
Proof 3 We prove for all term t that 
D i t
Simplification
overview. A term rewriting system [31, named U, is used to simplify the visual sentences obtained after translation. It consists of a set of unordered orthogonal rewriting rules, which can for instance be applied using a depth-first, innermost-first strategy. Basically, the simplification erases graphical objects representing cardinality and transfers this information to their children by updating attributes such as the border style (solid or dashed). .t(sj,BO.(G,rald,wl,   h , , c , ) Property 5 (closure over 'DS) for all frees t belonging IO 
Definition 8 Rmrifing
L(2)S). O(t) belongs IO L('DS)
Proof 5 We prove the rerminafion over C(JLS) through a measurz ofrhe complexify ofany tree t E C(A8). 
Pmtty-Printing
overview. The principle of the pretty-printing we propose is (if to establish visual analogies between nodes having the same depth in the tree slructure, (ii) to make explicit node types with respect to the DTD semantics (e.g sequences are blue, alternations green). The first point is addressed through a fine tuning of block sizes that avoids pathological cases (e.g too thin rectangles). Figure 6 gives an intuition of the rcsult for the mail DTD. Note that OUT representation space is based on a camera metaphor, which allows the user to zoom on any part of the observed sentence ( [ S , 12, 131). paper. This function further enhances the user's perception of the structure, by assigning the same height to all nodes at the same absolute depth in the DTD tree, without taking into account the choice and sequence nodes, considered as constructors rather than troe nodes of the DTD. Choice and sequence nodes are simply assigned a width and a height slightly bigger than their content. The result of this enhanced pretty-printing function is illustrated in Figure 6 .
Definition 9 Pmtty-Printing over simpl8ed terms
Discussion
Several authors [I 1,5] pointed out the importance of visual abstract syntaxes, just as textual abstract syntaxes are enablers of formal treatments in "standard" language theory. Marlin Erwig focuses on (visual) abstract syntaxes in [4] , and proposes a graphrbased approach (as many others, e.g [6] ) to abstract over the spatial complexity inherent to visual formalism. We consider that for a subclass of VLs such as nested box languages, a tree formalism is well-suited to abstract over spatial information, and I s more compact than a graphbased formalism. [4] provides an example of an abstract syntactic representation of a VEX expression (Figures 4   and 5 ) where the abstraction is quantitatively more complex than the concrete representation (10 graphical objects for the VEX expression versus 19+11 visualltextual objects). Of course the graph-based solution is useful because ahstract over qualitative complexity, When tree-based approaches are applicable, they provide both qualitalive aid quantitative abstraction while also being grounded on a strong theoretical basis. An interesting question remains the expressiveness (and the limits) of tree-based approaches. 
